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By Bonnie Gardiner
Wealthy Britons who invest
in offshore accounts often have to
defend themselves from critics who,
when they hear the word “offshore”,
automatically think “tax haven”.
Although it is true that offshore
banking services have been abused
in the past – just think of Jimmy
Carr, the comedian who became
the public face of tax dodging –
offshore banking professionals
insist most investment plans are
put in place with legitimate and
practical motives.
The Isle of Man is a good example
of a jurisdiction that has been
described as an attractive tax
haven, but experts who work there
are keen to change this perception.
John Spellman, director of financial
services with the Isle of Man
government, is adamant that tax
avoidance is not tolerated.
“ From t he Isle of Ma n’s
perspective, we’re extremely keen
to demonstrate that is not part of
the business we are prepared to

The Isle of Man is eager to change its image as a tax haven

do,” says Spellman, who adds there
are strict know-your-customer rules
to counter any attempts to break
the law.
He says there is full disclosure
to other tax authorities, with the
EU Savings Tax Directive in place
to comply with tax positions for EU
residents using their accounts.
“We’re also in negotiations with
the UK at the moment for an
automatic exchange of information

arrangement,” says Spellman.
Mike Buffini, director at Moore
Stephens Financial Services, which
is regulated by the Financial
Supervision Commission of the Isle
of Man, believes that “anyone
who assumes offshore banking
exists for opaque purposes has a
naive perception of the world”.
Moore Stephens Financial
Services arranges up to 10 offshore
bank accounts per month, all of

w h ic h r e qu i r e s ub s t a nt i a l
background checks and a plethora
of questions to ensure tax avoidance
is not a motivator.
Some are international workers
such as diplomats, contractors or
crew on super-yachts, who require
offshore accounts to retrieve their
salary or make transactions from
far-flung corners of the world.
Others are companies set up in
offshore financial centres to trade
between international global
markets for competitive advantage.
“All have their wholly legitimate
reasons for offshore accounts
and, so far as we are concerned,
none has ever expressed wanting
the account to avoid paying tax,”
says Buffini.
Until there is a single global
currency and a single global
government, the need for offshore
banking will continue to exist.
And, as Buffini and Spellman
both advise, it’s the job of those
in the offshore industry to be
well regulated and transparent to
ensure they are in a position to
legitimately address that need.

Balancing supply and demand
Flexitricity’s demand-response service provides energy across the grid
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hat’s the government’s top
environmental priority?
That’s debatable, but “the
establishment of a smart grid” headed
the environment list in the May 2010
coalition agreement. And they really
mean it. It’s hard to get a government
minister – or a shadow – through
a meeting without some mention
of this game-changing concept.
Smart grids are about smart
customers. By adapting when they use
electricity, customers can make better
use of wind energy, or help out at short
notice when electricity demand shoots
up unexpectedly or when large power
stations fail. This is demand response,
and it’s the smart grid’s cornerstone.
In February last year, the traditional
electricity industry had a duvet
day. Blaming cold weather, seven
gas-fired power stations failed to
start, leaving the grid shorter than
it had been in years. As demand

National Grid has issued
over 2,000 calls to
Flexitricity for power

rose rapidly, National Grid signalled
Edinburgh-based energy company
Flexitricity to fill the growing gap.
About a second later, the first industrial
site connected to Flexitricity had taken its
load off the grid. Within minutes, flexible
electricity loads across Britain had turned
down, while district heating generators
and standby generators had switched on.
Within a couple of hours, it was largely
over: other power stations were warmed
and started, and life returned to normal.

Demand response
Although they are not always quite so
dramatic, demand-response events are
routine. Flexitricity launched Britain’s
first demand-response portfolio in
2008, managing flexible resources at
industrial and commercial partner
sites over secure networks from its
24-hour control room. Since then,
National Grid has issued over 2,000 calls
to Flexitricity for additional power.
Most sites expect events once or
twice a month. But some are an almost
daily part of balancing supply and
demand. Greenhouses, cold stores,
datacentres, hospitals, offices , even an
Olympic venue (during the Olympics)
all participate, offering their capacity
for occasional use by National Grid in

return for an attractive fee. The more
flexible and lower-carbon the source,
the more often National Grid uses it.
What National Grid is
paying for is reserve capacity
– somewhere to go when things go
wrong. It doesn’t need to buy this from
demand response, but the alternative
– keeping large power stations warm,
or running them at reduced output so
they can turn up when required – is
wasteful. Gas power stations are efficient
at full power, but per-unit emissions
climb sharply if National Grid dials them
back to provide reserve. Flexitricity’s
portfolio provides reserve capacity with
no additional emissions – participating
sites simply get on with their day jobs.
The smart grid doesn’t yet reach
domestic customers in significant
numbers. But it’s better that demand
response is being honed by industry
first. Industrial energy managers
don’t believe in free money – they
know everything worth doing takes
effort – and they put financial and
environmental claims to the test.

Demand response
One conservative estimate sees demand
response reducing CO2 emissions by 300
tonnes annually for every megawatt of

reserve provided. Today, 3,500 megawatts
are needed, but the low-carbon economy
will need more, to cover nuclear
generators – which can drop output
suddenly – and varying wind generation.
That’s reason enough for the smart grid to
be the UK’s top environmental objective.
Dr Alastair Martin is the chief strategy
officer and founder of Flexitricity
www.flexitricity.com

